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Baldi, Ancient and New Arabic Loans in Chadic l 
Introduction1 
Chadic languages have been influenced by Arabic at differents levels. Apart from Hausa 
which is a special case considering its diffusion on a very !arge area where sometimes it is spoken as 
a lingua franca, other Chadic languages have been in linguistic contact with Arabic, too. This paper 
illustrates the diffusion of Arabic loans among those Chadic languages for which it was possible to 
collect material through dictionaries and other sources listed at the end in References. 
As far as I know this is the first survey in Chadic languages on this topic, besides Hausa. Tue 
difficulty to do such work relates to the scarcity and sometimes inaccessability2) even ofpublished 
data. Also, works of only the last few decades are reliable. Tue languages taken into consideration 
are: Bidiya, Kotoko, Lame, Mafa, Mokilko, Musgu, Pero, Tangale and Tumak. I hope to accomplish 
a full investigation for all material published on Chadic languages in the near future . 
Tue method followed was the same as utilized in previous works. I went through all the 
material which I had available for every single language, classifying the presumed Arabic loans 
without any consideration of what was indicated in the compiler's !ist into the Arabic alphabetical 
root system; words coming from colloquial Arabic which did not fit this system were ranged at the 
end. After the classical Arabic etymon quoted from Wehr's dictionary where not stated differently, I 
gave the colloquial one and the loan into Hausa when possible. Tue quotation from Hausa, the 
language which has been the object ofprevious works ofmine, was given for two reasons: to show 
the massive presence of Arabic in the Hausa lexicon as opposed to the situation in other Chadic 
languages, and secondly to demonstrate that in most Chadic languages the Arabic loans are more 
recent and that they arrived through colloquial Arabic or via other African languages. F or these 
reasons I quote Kanuri, Fulfulde, etc., and other West African languages. Of course, the preparation 
of such a list has its limits because of difficulties in accessing dictionaries and studies on local 
colloquial Arabic, ideally one would have needed a comprehensive multidialectal dictionary of 
colloquial Arabic . 
Some preliniinary generalizations can be drawn from a first glance at the attached !ist. 
1 This paper is a piece of a research in progress, which has been reported at the Cinquieme Colloque de Linguistique 
Nilo-Saharienne held in Nice (24th-29th August 1992) under the title Sur la criiation d'une banque des emprunts 
arabes dans Je cadre de /a base de donnees /exicales et dia/ectologiques sahelo-saharienne geree par MARIAMA, the 
author is responsable for research on Arabic loans within the framework of a !arge data bank project conceived and 
directed by Prof. Robert Nicolai (University ofNice). 
2This is the case of Dangaleat, a language I hope to examine later, because its material was not accessible to me at this 
moment. 
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Bidiya: high percentage ef loans, but almest all frem celloquial Arabic er via other West African 
languages. Tue scere ofloans could be higher, because for many werds which are indicated in 
Jungraithmayr's dictionary as loans, which I consider to be quite likely, I was unable to trace 
their etymon in cellequial Arabic dictienaries er elsewhere; 
Keteko: highest percentage ef loans which could be connected te c!assical Arabic ( over fifty) and te 
collequial Arabic or via ether West African languages (over forty); 
Larne: few leans (less than ten), all coming from cellequial Arabic or threugh other West African 
languages; 
Mafa: few loans (less than ten), all coming frem colloquial Arabic er through other West African 
languages; 
Moki!ke: it is the language, after Kotoko, with the highest score ef Jeans; some (mere than fifty) 
could be connected mere er less convincingly te a c!assical source (because the werd shape 
appears c!ese te the c!assical Arabic etymon), but the ethers (more than thirty) have an erigin 
attached to colloquial Arabic: 
Pero: few !oans (less than ten) and almest all via Hausa; 
Tangale: very few loans (less than five) and almest all via Hausa and ether West A:frican languages; 
Tumak: less than ten, mestly cennected to c!assical Arabic. 
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LIST OF ARABIC LOANS IN CHADIC3 
AR ?abadan (lb) 'forever; ever, never' >HA ?abadan 'for ever and ever'; Musgu cibada!J (Tourneux 
1983: 448) 'pas du tout!'; 
AR ?al-?ibra (lb) 'needle; shot, injection'; AR ibra (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du 
Tchad): 63) > HA ?alluuraa 'needle'; Kotoko librci 'aiguille'; Kotoko ?ibre 'epingle de 
nourrice'; Mafa leper (Barreteau et Le Bleis 1990: 215) 'aiguille'; Mokilko 'ibire (Caprile 
1990: 281) 'aiguille, piqfue, injection'; Musgu lepre (Tourneux 1983: 451) 'aiguille'; Pero 
alura (Frajzyngier 1985: l 8b) 'needle', via HA; Tumak libra (Caprile 1975: 80) 'aiguille'; 
AR ?ibrTq (2a) 'pitcher, jug'; AR 'ibri:g (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 129) 'abreuvoir' > Bidiya 'ibirfk 
(Alio et Jungraithrnayr 1989: 82a) 'cruche'; Kotoko ?ibrig' 'bouilloire a ablutions'; 
AR ab (2b) 'father'; AR abba (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 4) 'papa, pere' > 
Kotoko ?ciba 'pere'; 
AR ?al-?al;ad (6b) 'Sunday' >HA laadi 4//ahadi; Kotoko leide 'dirnanche' (via KA); Mokilko 'ciat 
(Caprile 1990: 275) 'dirnanche'; Musgu lci':t (Tourneux 1983: 451) 'dirnanche'; 
AR ?idn (llb) 'pennission' > HA ?izniil?izinii; Musgu hizin (Tourneux 1983: 450) 'droit, 
autorisation, ordre'; 
AR ?al-?arrj. (13a) 'earth' >HA lardii5 'district'; Kotoko lcirda 'pays' (via KA); 
AR ?arnab (14a) 'hare; rabbit'; AR 'arnab (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 120) 'lievre' > Mokilko 'cirnap 
(Caprile 1990: 276) 'lapin, lievre'; 
AR ?ustad (15b) 'master; teacher' > Bidiya 'usta (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 123a) 'artisan, ma9on, 
etc.'; Mokilko 'itstci (Caprile 1990: 293) 'ma9on, chef d'equipe, contre-maitre'; Mokilko 'itstciaz 
(Caprile 1990: 293) 'enseignant, maitre, professeur, instituteur'; 
AR ?illa (22b) 'except' > HA ?illaa; AR 'ille (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 129) 'sauf, excepte' > 
Mokilko 'ille (Jungraithrnayr 1990: 112) pre. 'sauf; surtout'; 
AR ?alf(23a) 'thousand' >HA alif, Mokilko 'cilip (Caprile 1990: 275) 'mille (millier)'; 
3The Abbreviatians are: AR (Arabic), FU (Fulfulde), HA (Hausa), KA (Kanuri) and WO (Walaf). 
4Tbe ward arrived inta Hausa thraugh KA ldda, see Baldi (1992: l l). 
5The ward arrived inta Hausa through KA /drda, see Baldi (1992: 11). 
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AR ?all"äh (24b) 'Allah'> HA ?allaal?allah; Mokilko 'alla (Caprile 1990: 275) 'Dieu, Allah'; Musgu 
a(l)lciw (Tourneux 1983: 448) 'Dieu'; 
AR ?amma (26a) 'but' > HA ?ammaa; Kotoko ?amma 'mais' (via KA amma); Musgu ama 
(Tourneux 1983: 448) 'mais'; 
AR amsi (28a) 'yesterday'; AR 'amis (Zehner et Tourneux 1986: 119) 'hier'> Mokilko 'amis (Caprile 
1990: 275) 'hier'; 
AR ?awwal (35a) 'first, most important' > Mokilko 'ciwal (Jungraithmayr 1990: 60) 'd'abord, devant, 
avant; premier'; 
AR ?al-?Ciya (36b) 'token, mark; miracle; verse' >HA laayaa6 'charm'; Kotoko Zaya 'grigri' (via KA); 
Mafa Zaya (Barreteau et Le Bleis 1990: 217) 'amulette sp. (petite pochette en peau entierement 
cousue contenant des gris-gris)', via FU layaru (Taylor 1932: 122a) 'amulet, talisman; wattle 
on a sheep's neck'; 
AR ?aina (37b) 'where?; AR we:n (Zehner et Tourneux 1986: 139) 'ou?' > Mokilko weenlyeen 
(Caprile 1990: 294) 'ou '; 
AR ?ayyuha (38b) 'O ... !'; AR aiwa (Roth-Laly 1969: I, 40b) 'yes' > Mokilko 'izywa (Jungraithmayr 
1990: 60) interj. 'bien'; 
AR bi-la (38a) 'without' > HA bilaa; Kotoko bald 'sans (sine )'; 
AR blibur (38b) 'locomotive' > Lame bapur (Sachnine 1982: 287) 'voiture' via HA baabur 'motor-
cycle' or FU blibur7 'motor-cycle'; 
AR barud (39a) 'saltpeter; gunpowder'; AR barud (Dictionnaire arabe-fram;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 
15) 'poudre du fusil' >HA ?albarus8; Bidiya baaruut (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 55b) 'bruit 
fait par une tige de mil frappee contre un arbre; douille'; (?) Mokilko buruud'yit (Caprile 
1990: 277) 'clairon, trompette'; 
AR battan (40b) 'definitely, once and for all'; AR bat(t)an (Kaye 1986: 18a) 'after that, again' > 
Mokilko battdn (Jungraithmayr 1990: 63) 'encore'; 
AR bajal (41b) 'syphilis' > Bidiya bajal (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 56b) 'blennorrhagie'; Mokilko 
bajal (Caprile 1990: 276) 'maladie venerienne (gonocoque ), gonococcie'; 
6The ward arrived into Hausa through KA laya 'amulet, charm', see Baldi (1992: 11). 
7r do not agree with Taylor (1932: 8a), who considers it onomatopoeic: the presence ofit in Hausa could be an evidence 
for the loan. 
8There are also two variants: Dalbiiru11Sii and buruu!iii. 
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AR bal;r ( 42b) 'sea' > HA baharlbaharii 'sea, !arge river'; Mokilko bar (Jungraithmayr 1990: 62) 
AR badda!a (46a) v II 'to change' > HA baddalaa; Mokilko bdddile (Jungraithmayr 1990: 61) 
'changer, echanger, (se) transformer, metarnorphoser'; 
AR badal (46a) 'substitute; price, rate'; AR badal (Kaye 1986: 16a) 'change (money)' >HA badalii 
'exchange'; Bidiya badal (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 56a) 'echange; monnaie'; 
AR bad In (47a) 'stout, corpulent, fat, obese'; AR badinlbadin (Roth-Laly 1969: I, 45a) 'rich, 
wealthy' > Mokilko bidin (Caprile 1990: 277) 'imprevoyance, prodigalite, gaspillage, 
sabotage'; 
AR barrad (Dozy 1881: I, 68a) 'theiere'; AR barrad (Kaye 1986: 17a) 'teapot' >HA barraadii; 
Bidiya barrdt (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 57a) 'theiere'; Musgu bdrdt (Tourneux 1983: 449) 
'theiere1; 
AR barid (Slb) 'cold; cool'> Mokilko bdarit (Caprile 1990: 276) 'frais, froid'; 
AR baraqic pi of burquc9 (54a) 'veil' >HA bargoolO; Mafa boruka (Barreteau et Le Bleis 1990: 91) 
'couverture', via FU borgo (Noye 1989: 44a) 'couverture tissee', HA and KA bork6 (Cyffer 
and Hutchison 1990: 2la); (?) Mokilko b6ojo lbaajo (Jungraithmayr 1990: 67) 'couverture'; 
AR ?al-barakal 1 (54b) 'blessing' >HA ?albarkaa; Bidiya barkine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 57a) 
'benediction; ph1t itDieu!'; Musgu barkd (Tourneux 1983: 449) 'gräce it '; 
AR burrna (55a) 'earthenware pot' > HA bilrrnaal2 'grass-bag for storing clothing'; Musgu burrna 
Tourneux 1983: 449) 'marmite en meta!'; 
AR barrnTl (55b) 'barre!'; AR barrnTl (Roth-Laly 1969: I, 49a) 'barre!'; AR birrnil (Kaye 1986: 19a) 
'barre!' > Bidiya birrnfl (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 59a) 'filt metallique'; Kotoko bararnfl 
'filt'; Musgu birirnf/ (Tourneux 1983: 449) 'filt metallique'; 
AR bazl (57a) 'tapping, paracentesis'; AR bazil (Roth-Laly 1969: I, 50b) 'hernia' > Bidiya bazil (Alio 
et Jungraithmayr 1989: 57b) 'appendicite'; Kotoko bazdl 'hernie'; 
9Roth-Laly (1969: !, 48a) gives bargoya 'blanke!'. 
lOAbraham considers this ward as an Arabic loan, but Gouffe (1974: 364) rejects this hypothesis and links it to Tuareg 
abrog 'couverture de laine egalement utilisee comme manteau', which could be a loan itselfto Arabic. 
l l 11En dialectal algerien, prononce barka, a le sens de merci pour remercier, de 'assez', et aussi de 'merci' pour 
marchander et faire baisser le prix" (Prost: 4). 
121n Hausa there is also buul'llmaa (Bargery: 138a) '/arge applied to a bag, etc.'. The ward seems tobe passed through 
Hausa in many languages, see Taylor (1932: 22a). 
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AR bas (Roth-Laly 1969: I, 50b) 'only' > HA bas; Mokilko bas (Jungraithmayr 1990: 62) adv. 
'seulement'; Musgu bas (Tourneux 1983: 449) 'seulement'; 
AR bass (57b) 'cat'; AR biss (Roth-Laly 1969: I, 50b) 'chat' > Bidiya 'amb{s (Alio et Jungraithmayr 
1989: 53a) 'chat'; 
AR ?al-ba$al (61b) 'onion' > HA ?albasaal3; Kotoko albasar 'oignon'; Mokilko basal 
(Jungraithmayr 1990: 63) 'oignon'; 
AR bikr (70a) 'virgin (Tour. premier-ne)' >HA bildraa; Musgu (Tourneux 1983: 449) bfkfr 'premier 
alcool a sortir de l'alambic'; 
AR bala? (75b) 'trial, tribulation, affliction, misfortune' > Bidiya balaane (Alio et Jungraithmayr 
1989: 56b) 'entetement, turbulence, embarras'; 
AR banat (76b) pl. de ibna 'daughter' + sinn ( 433a) 'tooth' > Bidiya biinatiisinfn (Alio et 
Jungraithmayr 1989: 57a) 'sorgho sp. '; 
AR banadOra (76b) '(from It. pomodoro) tomato(es)' > Bidiya baniidoora (Alio et Jungraithmayr 
1989: 56b) 'tomate'; 
AR bunduqTya (77a) 'gun'; AR bundug (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 121) 'fusil' >HA bindigaa14; 
Bidiya bundit.g (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 61a) 'fusil'; Kotoko b. 'nd. 'g. • 'fusil' (via KA 
bandaga /bundmvu); Mokilko bundu(IJ) (Jungraithmayr 1990: 69) 'fusil'; Musgu bunduk 
(Tourneux 1983: 449) 'fusil'; 
AR b'äb (80b) 'door; gate; chapter' >HA baabii 'chapter'; Mokilko baiip (Caprile 1990: 276) 'porte'; 
Tumak baiib (Caprile 1975: 48) 'porte'; 
AR ?at-t'äjir (9lb) 'merchant' > HA taajirii 'wealthy person'; Mokilko taajir (Caprile 1990: 292) 
'commer9ant, marchand'; AR tujjar (91b) pi> Mokilko tujjar (Caprile 1990: 293) 'commerce'; 
AR tamma (97b) v 'tobe finished' >HA tiimat 'end'; Mokilko tammii (Jungraithmayr 1990: 181) adv. 
'9a suffit'; 
AR tutiya (99a) 'zinc'; AR tuta (Dictionnaire arabe-fram;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 132) 'zinc' > 
Kotoko tutii 'plomb'; 
AR[aqTZ (104b) 'heavy' > Mokilko tiigfl (Caprile 1990: 292) adj. 'lourd'; 
13 Abraham (1962: l 9a) gives it as an Arabic laan. I daubt this for phanetica! reasons. 
14Knappert (1972-73: 293, nate 18) says: "The Hausa form bindiga originates fram a Lingua Franca ward for gun: 
venediga, Spanish ar Portuguese adjective to Venice, an early transshipment port for guns". Anyway the ward arrived 
into Hausa via Kanuri as stated by Greenberg (1960: 211). 
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AR taliitii? (105b) 'Tuesday' >HA talaataa; Kotoko taldk8 'mardi' (via KA taldge); Mokilko talaatd 
(Caprile 1990: 292) 'mardi'; Musgu talak (Tourneux 1983: 452) 'mardi'; 
AR taman (107a) 'price' > HA tamanii; Kotoko tamdf) 'prix, valeur'; 
AR ?al-?itnain (108a) 'Monday' > HA littinfn; Kotoko !atalff] 'lundi' (via KA letelfn); Mokilko 
'allatinen (Caprile 1990: 275) 'lundi'; Musgu letnen (Tourneux 1983: 451) 'lundi'; 
AR jubba (llOb) 'jubbah, a long outer garment' > HA jabbaa/jubbaa 'kind of sleeveless gown'; 
Bidiyajibbe (Alio etJungraithmayr 1989: 84b) 'boubou'; Mokilkojfbbe (Jungraithmayr 1990: 
115) 'tunique d'hornme moyenne longue'; 
AR jabbiir (11 la) 'giant; almighty, onnipotent (God)'; AR jabbdr (Dictionnaire arabe-fran9ais 
(dialecte du Tchad): 65) 'orgueilleux, geant' > Kotokojdb.'r 'courageux'; 
ARjadld (l 14a) 'new'; AR jadld (Kaye 1986: 42a) 'new' > Mokilko jadft (Caprile 1990: 281) adj. 
'neuf, nouveau, inedit'; 
AR judarT/jadarT (114b) 'smallpox'; AR jidri (Kaye 1986: 45a) 'smallpox' > Mokilko jediri 
(Jungraithmayr 1990: 115) 'variole'; 
AR galliib Tya (129b) 'galabia' > Kotoko jallabfya 'djellaba'; Mokilko jillaab'rye (Caprile 1990: 281) 
'rohe longue (masculine des musulmans)'; 
ARjamc (135a) 'gathering; (gram.) plural"; ARjami (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 129) 'ensemble' > 
HA jam?ii 'congregation; (gram.) plural'; Bidiya jdmfn (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 83b) 
'ensemble'; 
ARjumCa (135a) 'Friday' > HAjumma?aa; Kotoko jemriwa lzam?a 'vendredi' (via Hausa and KA 
zama); Mokilko jfme (Caprile 1990: 281) 'vendredi'; Musgu lzimd (Tourneux 1983: 448) 
'vendredi'; AR azumd (Kaye 1986: 15b) 'ceremony, celebration' > Mokilko 'azuuma (Caprile 
1990: 276) 'reception, invitation, soiree dansante, fäte'; 
ARjiimic (136b) 'mosque' > Mokilkojdamiye (Caprile 1990: 281) 'mosquee'; 
ARjamal (138a) 'camel' > (?) Tumak lagma (Caprile 1975: 81) 'chameau' (cf. KA kalima15; WO 
geteem); 
AR ?al-janna (138a) 'paradise' > HA ?aljanna ; Bidiyajenne (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 84b) 
'paradis'; Bidiya jineene (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 85a) 'perle, marbre'; Kotoko ziinnd 
'paradis' (via KA zdnna); 
15on the k prefixation applied to nouns borrowed from Arabic, see Hutchison (1981: 80). 
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ARjinzTr (14la) 'chain'; ARjinzir (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 69) 'chaine'; AR 
jinzTr (Kaye 1986: 45a) '!arge chain' > Bidiya jinzfr (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 85a) 
'chames, menottes'; Kotokojinjir 'chaine'; ARjanzfr (Dictionnairefranr;ais-arabe (dialecte du 
Tchad): 27) 'chaine' > Bidiyajanzar (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 84a) 'ligoter, enchamer; 
mettre des menottes'; cf. AR zinjTr (383a) 'chain'; 
AR jawad (146b) 'openhanded, liberal, generous; race horse' > Bidiya 'ujitwaadi (Alio et 
Jungraithmayr 1989: 122b) 'notable'; AR gawad (Roth-Laly 1969: I, 108a) 'cheval'; AR 
jawa:d (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 130) 'cheval'; AR juwäd (Kaye 1986: 45b) 'horse' > 
Mokilkojitwät (Caprile 1990: 281) 'cheval'; 
AR ?al-jaib (150b) 'pocket' >HA ?aljiifuu; Lame dzTba (Sachnine 1982: 410) 'poche (de vetement)', 
via FU jTba (Taylor 1932: 99b) 'pocket'; Pero aljibu (Frajzyngier 1985: 18b) 'pocket' (via HA 
?aljiifuu); 
AR f:zatta (155a) 'until, up to'; AR f1atta (Dictionnaire franr;ais-arabe (dialecte du Tchad): 74) 
'jusque' >HA har16; Musgu ha: (Tourneux 1983: 450) jusqu'a '; Pero har (Frajzyngier 1985: 
32a) adv. 'until', via HA and KA harl 7; 
AR f:zajj (156a) 'pilgrimage to Mecca'; AR hijj (Kaye 1986: 39b) 'hadj (pilgrimage to Mecca' >HA 
haji /hajji; Bidiya hifäz (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 8lb) 'pelerinage'; 
AR f:z(ijj (156b) 'pilgrim, honorific title of one who has performed the pilgrimage to Mecca' > HA 
?alhajjii; Mokilko 'ajje (Jungraithmayr 1990: 57) 'aller en pelerinage a la Mecque'; 
AR f:zajar (157b) 'stone' > Musgu häzar (Tourneux 1983: 450) 'pile electrique'; 
AR f:zadd (159b) 'edge, border; limit; legal punishment'; cf. AR hadd (Kaye 1986: 36a) 'border, 
boundary' >HA haddii 'limit; fixed punishment'; Mokilko 'adda (Jungraithmayr 1990: 56) 
'passage'; 
AR f:zadTd (160a) 'iron'; AR hedi:d (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 128) 'fer' > Mokilko 'adft (Caprile 
1990: 275) 'fer'; 
AR f:zadaarj, (160a) 'blacksmith' > Mokilko 'addaadusu (Jungraithmayr 1990: 56) 'forgeron'; 
AR f:zurrTya (165a) 'freedom, liberty; independence' > Mokilko 'urriye (Caprile 1990: 293) 
'independance, dignite, liberte'; 
AR f:zaraka (170b) 'movement, motion' > Bidiya harkine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 81b) 'grand 
bruit'; 
l61t is Greenberg's hypothesis (1947: 88), but 1 am very cautious after Gouffö's article (1971-72: 161-162). 
171 think this Kanuri word, like the Hausa one, is a doubtful Arabic loan. 
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AR !:zaram (171 b) 'forbidden, unlawful' > HA haramlharaamim 'forbidden (by religion)'; AR l).aram 
(Roth-Laly 1969: II, l l 5b) 'defendu, prohibe, illicite' > Kotoko haram 'interdit, tabou'; 
AR /:zizb (l 73a) '60th part ofthe Koran'> HA ?izifii; Kotoko ?izabu 'sourate'; 
AR !:zarjir (185a) 'present'; AR harjir (Kaye 1986: 36b) 'present (adj.)' > Mokilko 'aadir 
(Jungraithmayr 1990: 55) adj. 'face face, present'; 
AR !:zaqq (192a) 'one's due' >HA hakkii; Mokilko 'agga (Jungraithmayr 1990: 57) 'droit, part, valeur, 
possession, propriete'; 
AR l:zukm (196a) ]udgement, verdict; condemnation' > Mokilko 'ukime (Caprile 1990: 293) 'in:fliger 
une amende (faire payer ou payer une amende)'; Mokilko 'ukUm (Caprile 1990: 293) 'amende'; 
AR l:zukuma (196b) 'government' >HA hukuumaa 'authority'; Mokilko 'akUuma (Caprile 1990: 275) 
'etat, gouvemement'; 
AR !:zalat (199a) 'lawful' >HA halak18; Kotoko halal 'gentil'; 
AR !:zalTb (200b) 'milk'> Mokilko 'alfp (Caprile 1990: 275) 'lait frais entier'; 
AR !:zalawa pl. of l).alwa (203a) 'sweet' > HA halaawaa l?aleewaa; Mokilko 'alaawa l'aleewa 
(Caprile 1990: 275) 'bonbon'; 
AR ?a!:zmar (205a) 'red'; AR 'ehmar (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 124) 'rouge' > Mokilko 'aamar 
(Caprile 1990: 275) 'rouge'; 
AR /:zinna? (209b) 'henna' > 7 HA lallee; Kotoko nene 'henne'; 
AR ?als.bar pl of ?al-fs.abar (225a) 'news' > HA laabaarii; Bidiya kabarre (Alio et Jungraithmayr 
1989: 86b) 'nouvelle'; Mokilko 'akUbaar (Caprile 1990: 275) journal parle de la radio'; 
Mokilko kitbar (Caprile 1990: 282) 'nouvelle, information'; Musgu habar/labar (Tourneux 
1983: 450) 'nouvelle', via HA or KA hawar/lawarl9; 
AR fiidim (230a) 'domestic servant'; AR xadum (Kaye 1986: 85a) 'servant' > Mokilko 
kitadumlkitadimlkiiddam (Caprile 1990: 282) 'domestique, serviteur, travailleur'; 
AR fs.alaba (253a) 'to bewitch, enchant; to charm'; AR khalbat (Dictionnaire arabe-fram;ais (dialecte 
du Tchad): 78) 'mensonge, tromperie, calomnie'; AR xalbati (Kaye 1986: 85b) 'rascal' > 
Bidiya takalbat (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 118a) 'calomniateur'; Kotoko halbad'a 
'malhonnetete'; Mokilko kalbaati (Jungraithmayr 1990: 118) 'menteur'; 
18There is a variant in Sokoto and Katsina dialects: ha/dl. 
19from the same Arabic etymon in Kanuri there is kawuli 'message (verbal or written), news, speech'. 
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AR fsala$ (254b) 'liberation, deliverance'; AR xala:s! (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 124) 'bon!, c'est 
fini!' > Mokilko kalds (Caprile 1990: 282) adv. 'enfin, c'est tout, finalement'; Musgu kalds 
(Tourneux 1983: 450) 'Bon! C'est fini! enfin, puis'; 
AR fsalq (258b) 'creation; creature' >HA halittaa; Bidiya kaliige (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 87a) 
'creature'; 
AR ?al-fsamTs (262a) 'Thursday' > HA ?alhamfs; Kotoko lamisa 'jeudi' (via KA lamis ); Musgu 
kamfs (Tourneux 1983: 450) jeudi'; 
AR lsjnzTr (263a) 'pig' >HA ?alhanzfrl?alhinzfrlhinziirii; Mokilko kinzfr (Jungraithmayr 1990: 122) 
'cochon'; Tangale n.6.nji.r (Jungraithmayr 1991: 126) 'porcupine'; 
AR fsair (266b) 'benefit, advantage; welfare' > HA alheerii 'kindness, generosity, gift'; Kotoko her 
'bien (n.)', via KA her 'peace, tranquillity'; 
AR dabbara (270b) v II 'to plan'> HA dabaaraa 'plan'; Kotoko dabare 'moyen', ? via FU dabare 
'plan'; Lame dabare (Sachnine 1982: 360) 'ruse, stratageme (a l'origine le terme designait une 
operation magique)', via FU dabare 'plan', cf. Mandingo dabari (Delafosse 1955: 100) 
'stratageme, ruse'; 
AR dufsjil (274a) 'first coition in marriage' ? > Bidiya dukuld'i (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 69b) 
'maladroit; impuissant'; 
AR dZilglan (274b) 'inside (adv.)' > Mokilko ddakal (Caprile 1990: 278) 'dedans'; 
AR dufiin (275a) 'smoke, fume' > Mokilko dukkdnldokkdn (Caprile 1990: 279) 'fumee'; 
AR madrasa (278b) 'madrasah; school' > Mokilko mddrds (Caprile 1990: 285) 'ecole'; 
AR dafaqa (286b) 'to pour out, pour forth' > Mokilko ddppige (Caprile 1990: 278) 'verser, renverser'; 
AR dukkän (288b) 'shop' > Mokilko dukkdn (Caprile 1990: 279) 'boutique, magasin'; 
AR dunya (295a) 'world' >HA duuniyaa; Kotoko dun.'yd 'monde'; Musgu diniyd (Tourneux 1983: 
449) 'vie, monde'; Tumak [dunoa] (Caprile 1975: 56) 'vie'; 
AR duhn (296b) 'oil; fat, grease'; AR dihin (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 123) 'beurre' > Mokilko diin 
(Caprile 1990: 278) 'huile, graisse'; 
AR diid (297b) 'worm; maggot; larva; caterpillar'; AR diid (Roth-Laly 1969: II, 173a) 'insects; 
vermin; worms' > Mokilko duut (Caprile 1990: 279) 'ver, chenille'; 
AR dar (299a) 'region; land, country' > Mokilko ddar (Caprile 1990: 278) 'pays, nation, terre, region'; 
AR aa'iman (303b) 'a!ways' > Mokilko ddayitolddddaayito (Jungraithmayr 1990: 77) adv. 'toujours, 
d'habitude, souvent, frequemment'; Mokilko diiman (Jungraithmayr 1990: 81) adv. 'toujours, 
regulierement, frequemment'; 
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AR dawCih (304b) 'inkwell'; AR dawaya (Kaye 1986: 24b) 'inkwell' >HA tawadaa; Bidiya dawaaye 
(Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 66b) 'encre noire du marabout'; 
AR dawa? (304b) 'remedy, medicament'; AR dawa (Zehner et Tourneux 1986: 122) 'medicament' > 
Bidiya dawaane (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 66b) 'medicarnent'; Mokilko daawe 
(Jungraitbmayr 1990: 77) 'soigner, eduquer, dresser'; Tumak dawa (Caprile 1975: 52) 
'medicament'; 
AR dTk (305a) 'cock' > Mokilko diik (Caprile 1990: 278) 'coq'; 
AR dTnar20 (306b) 'dinar' >HA diinaarii21 'gold coin'; Kotoko dfnar 'or (meta!)'; Mokilko dinar 
(Caprile 1990: 278) 'dinar (monnaie libyenne)'; Musgu dinar (Tourneux 1983: 449) 'dinar'; 
Tumak dfnar (Caprile 1975: 54) 'or'; 
AR dTnarT (306b) 'diamonds (of a deck of cards)' > Mokilko dinaari (Caprile 1990: 278) 'carreau 
Geu de cartes )'; 
ARfl_ahab (313b) 'gold' > Mokilko daap (Jungraithmayr 1990: 77) 'or'; 
AR fl_Cit (314b) 'being; self; AR zata (Kaye 1986: 89b) 'himself, itself > Mokilko zaata 
(Jungraithmayr 1990: 198) 'meme; aussi'; 
AR ra?Ts (318a) 'head, leader' > Mokilko rityfs/ra'fs (Caprile 1990: 289) 'President'; 
AR ?al-?arba c Ci? (323a) 'Wednesday' >HA laarabaa; Kotoko laraba 'mercredi'; Mokilko 'arb6. 
(Caprile 1990: 276) 'mercredi'; Musgu larab6. (Tourneux 1983: 451) 'mercredi'; 
AR riban (324a) 'interest; usury' >HA ribaa22; Kotoko rz'ba 'benefice'; 
AR tartTb (325a) 'order' >HA tartiibii; Mokilko tartfip (Caprile 1990: 292) 'malice, hypocrisie, ruse'; 
AR rijl (329a) 'foot; leg'> Mokilko rijil (Caprile 1990: 289) 'pied, jarnbe, patte'; 
AR ?ar-rizq (336b) 'blessing (of God)' > HA ?azzikiil?arzikii 'good luck'; Mokilko rfzik (Caprile 
1990: 289) 'chance'; 
AR ras TI (338b) 'messenger' > Mokilko r6.ssile (Caprile 1990: 289) 'envoyer, "commissioner"'; 
AR markab (357a) 'ship,boat, vessel'; AR markaba (Kaye 1986: 56a) 'canoe, boat, ship' > Mokilko 
markilba (Caprile 1990: 285) 'pirogue; bateau, embarcation'; 
AR markuo23 (357a) 'red-leather shoes' > Mokilko markUup (Caprile 1990: 285) 'chaussure fermee'; 
20The ward is found in the Koran ( < Latin denarius ), but we do not knaw if it means 'gold coin'; anyway, just after 
685, with c Abd al-Malik, the ward gat this meaning. 
21 In Hausa there are also ziinaariyaa and ziinaarii 'gold'. 
22This is illegal by Muslim law, whereas riibaa ( <Ar rib) is legal. 
23rn Arabic the ward means 'riding animal', but the word has this meaning in Egyptian and Syrian. 
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AR riif:z (365a) 'breath oflife, soul; spirit (in all senses)'; AR ru(h) (Kaye 1986: 68b) 'spirit, -self (in 
reflexives)'> HA ruuhuu24; Bidiya ruuhine EAli~ et Jungraithmayr 1989: 111 a) 'fune'; 
AR riyal (370a) 'riyal, a silver coin' > Mokilko riyal (Caprile 1990: 289) 'piece de monnaie, cinq 
francs'; 
AR zubda (372b) '(fresh) butter' > Mokilko zibde (Caprile 1990: 294) 'beurre'; 
AR zabun (373a) 'customer, client, buyer' > Mokilko zabbun (Caprile 1990: 294) 'dient'; 
AR azrar pi of zirr (375a) 'button' > Mokilko zarar (Caprile 1990: 294) 'bouton de vetement'; 
AR zarTba (375b) 'zareba, corral, stockade' > Mokilko zariibe (Caprile 1990: 294) 'enclos epineux, 
clöture'; 
AR zakan (379b) 'alms tax' > HA zakaa; Mokilko zakd (Caprile 1990: 294) 'dlme, taxe, impöt'; 
Musguztikd (Tourneux 1983: 452) 'aumöne'; 
AR zaman (382a) 'time'> HA zaamaniilzaamaanii; Mokilko ztiman (Jungraithmayr 1990: 198) adv. 
jadis, autrefois; traditionnel'; 
AR zinjTr (383a) 'chain'; AR ]inzTr (Kaye 1986: 45a) '!arge chain' > Mokilko zinzfr (Caprile 1990: 
294) 'chaine (de prisonnier)'; cf. ARjinzTr (141a) 'chain'; 
AR zinad (383a) 'fire steel; hanimer (of a rifle, etc.)'> HA zinaadii 'hanimer of a dane-gun'; Musgu 
zintita (Tourneux 1983: 452) 'briquet a percuteur metallique'; cf. AR zenad (Roth-Laly 1969: 
II, 208b) 'briquet'; 
AR zina? (383b) 'adultery; fornication'; AR zina (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 
143) 'adultere, impudicite, fornication' >HA zinaa; Kotoko ozena 'coit'; 
ARsa'il (391b) 'questioner' > Mokilko sti'ile (Caprile 1990: 290) 'demander'; 
AR sabab (392a) 'cause' >HA sababii; Kotoko m_'stibab ~ m_'stiab 'malheur; raison, motif; 
AR ?as-sabt (393a) 'Saturday' > HA ?asabar; Kotoko sebda' samedi' (? via KA sabde); Mokilko 
stibit (Caprile 1990: 289) 'samedi'; Musgusfbit (Tourneux 1983: 451) 'samedi'; 
AR tasbTIJ (393b) 'glorification of God' > HA carbii/cazbiiltasbahaa 'rosary'; Kotoko tas.'bf 
'chapelet'; 
AR sitr (397a) 'veil' > Kotoko sitra 'enterrement' via KA shitera (Cyffer and Hutchison 1990: 162a) 
'burial'; 
AR masjid (397b) 'mosque' >HA masiidii; Kotoko mtisigo 'mosquee'; 
ARsakkZin (402a) 'boiler' > Musgusa(k)kdO (Tourneux 1983: 451) 'bouilloire qui sert aux ablutions'; 
24see Bargery (1934: 866b). 
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AR ?as-sirr (404b) 'secret' >HA? asiirii; Kotoko ?ashiri'secret, (nom.)'; 
AR sarTr (405a) 'bedstead, bed'; AR sari:r (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 135) 'lit' > Kotoko saril-'l-le 
'lit en fer (litt. lit-de-fer)'; Mokilko sariir (Caprile 1990: 290) 'lit'; 
AR sarj (406a) 'saddle (for horse)'; AR serj (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 135) 'sel!e' >HA sirdii25; 
Bidiya serdine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: l 13b) 'selle'; Kotoko sardaga 'selle (du cheval)'; 
Mokilko sirde (Jungraithmayr 1990: 175) 'sel!e (de cheval)'; Musgu serde (Tourneux 1983: 
451) 'sel!e'; 
AR sirwal ( 408b) 'trousers, pants'; AR sirwal - sruwaz (Kaye 1986: 72a) 'pants, trousers' > Bidiya 
sarwalle (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: l 13a) 'pantalon, culotte longue'; Lame salb: (Sachnine 
1982: 425) 'pantalon, culotte', via FU sarla (Taylor 1932: 168a) 'trousers'; Mokilko sarwala 
(Jungraithmayr 1990: 171) 'pantalon, culotte'; Mokilko surwal (Jungraithmayr 1990: 178) 
'singe sp., petit et rouge (meme famille que 'awili)'; Musgu sirla (Tourneux 1983: 452) 
'pantalon', via FU sirla (Taylor 1932: l 75b) 'trousers'; 
AR sukkar (417b) 'sugar' >HA sukO:rii; Kotoko sugflr 'sucre'; Mokilko sukkO:r (Jungraithmayr 1990: 
177) 'sucre'; Musgu sukO:r (Tourneux 1983: 452) 'sucre'; (?) Pero suga (Frajzyngier 1985: 48b) 
'sugar'; 
AR sikkTn (418b) 'knife' >AR sakkTn (Kaye 1986: 70a) 'knife' > Mokilko sakkfn (Caprile 1990: 290) 
1couteau1; 
AR sultan (422b) 'sultan; (absolute) ruler' > Mokilko sultan (Jungraithmayr 1990: 178) 'sultan, chef 
de canton'; 
AR silk (424a) 'thread; string' > Mokilko silik (Caprile 1990: 291) 'fil de fer'; Musgu silfk (Tourneux 
1983: 451) 'fil de fer'; 
ARsallama (424b) V II 'to greet' > Mokilko sallime (Jungraithmayr 1990: 171) 'saluer'; 
AR muslim (426b) 'Muslim' > HA musulmii; Mokilko misilim!misilma (Caprile 1990: 286) 
'musulman'; 
AR samm (427b) 'poison' > Kotoko ?asam 'venin' via Kanuri asam (Cyffer and Hutchison 1990: Sa) 
'poison (of snake, scorpion, arrow, etc.)'; Musgu sam (Toumeux 1983: 451); cf. samm 
(Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 116) 'venin'; 
AR simsim (430a) 'sesame'; AR sumsum (Kaye 1986: 72b) 'sesame, couscous' > Kotoko samsam 
'sesame'; 
AR sayyid ( 440b) 'master' > Mokilko siida lsiyaada (Caprile 1990: 291) 'proprietaire'; 
25The ward arrived into Hausa via KA sa 'rda ·, see Greenberg (1960: 211) and (1947: 89). 
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AR sQCa (44lb) 'while; hour; timepiece' > HA saa?aa 'time'; Bidiya sa'aadiyye (Alio et 
Jungraithmayr 1989: 11 lb) 'chance'; Kotoko sc:i?ä. 'montre'; Mokilko sda (Jungraithmayr 1990: 
170) 'heure, reveil, montre bracelet'; 
AR suq (443a) 'market'; AR sug (Kaye 1986: 49b) 'market (place)'; AR su:g (Zeltner et Tourneux 
1986: 136) 'marche' > HA kiiasuwaa26; Bidiya siiugine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: ll 7a) 
'marche'; Kotoko gc:isagbi 'marche', via KA kasiiwu; Mokilko siiuk (Jungraithmayr 1990:178) 
'marche, marchandise'; Musgu kiiskii (Tourneux 1983: 450) 'marche', via KA; Pero kc:isiiwa 
(Frajzyngier 1985: 35a) 'market', via HA; 
AR siwtik (443b) 'a small stick (the tip ofwhich is softened by chewing or beating) used for cleaning 
and polishing the teeth' > HA ?asawaakii 'chewing stick'; Bidiya musilwc:iak (Alio et 
Jungraithmayr 1989: lOla) 'cure-dent'; 
AR sliy (451a) 'tea' >HA saa?ii/§aayii; Kotoko shay '(infusion de) the', via KA shtiyi; Musgu stiy 
(Tourneux 1983: 451) 'the'; 
AR §arZCa (466a) 'M. law' > HA fari?aal§arii?aa; Kotoko shareyd ]ugement'; Mokilko seriye 
(Jungraithmayr 1990: 173) ]ustice, jugement'; Musgu sariya (Tourneux 1983: 451) )ugment, 
justice'; 
AR saric ( 466b) 'street' > Mokilko sc:iar (Caprile 1990: 289) 'rue, route, chemin, avenue'; 
AR .sugz (476b) 'occupation, activity; werk, job; business, concem'; AR shoGol/shuGul (Zeltner et 
Tourneux 1986: 137) 'chose' > Mokilko s6k0l (Caprile 1990: 291) 'chose, truc'; 
AR §akk(48lb) 'doubt'; AR§akkak (Kaye 1986: 74a) 'doubt (v.)' >HA sakkiia; Bidiyasakkiik(Alio et 
Jungraithmayr 1989: l12b) 'se douter de qc.'; 
AR §ammam (485a) 'musk-melon, cantaloupe'; AR §ammam (Roth-Laly 1969: II, 256b) 'cucumis 
melo, sweet melo' > Kotoko shamam 'melon', cf. AR chamm (Dictionnaire arabe-fram;ais 
(dialecte du Tchad): 21) 'sentir, renifler'; 
AR §anab (487b) 'mustache'; AR §anab (Kaye 1986: 74a) 'moustache' > Kotoko shc:inab.' 
'moustache'; Musgu sdndp (Tourneux 1983: 451) 'moustache'; 
AR §ahida (488b) V 'to witness' > HA saydaa27 'witness'; Musgu zi:dc:i (Tourneux 1983: 452) 
1temoin'; 
AR §ahada ( 489a) 'creed-formula' >HA sahaadaa; Mokilko siyc:iade (Caprile 1990: 291) 'temoin'; 
26-rhe ward arrived into Hausa via Kanuri kasziwu, see Greenberg (1960: 211). 
27There is also !11iydaa v 'to give witness'. 
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AR sCihid ( 489b) 'witness' >HA foahidii; Mafa sriyaday (Barreteau et Le Bleis 1990: 328) 'temoin'; 
AR fahr (490a) 'month' > Mokilko saar (Caprile 1990: 289) 'mois'; 
15 
AR suwiillsiwiil (491b) '(!arge) sack'; AR suwiil (Kaye 1986: 75b) 'sack'; AR shuwa:l (Zeltner et 
Tourneux 1986: 154) 'sac' > Mokilko sitwiil (Jungraithmayr 1990: 178) 'sac'; Musgu suwiil 
(Tourneux 1983: 452) 'sac'; 
AR foitan (497b) 'satan, devil'; AR sT!itan{e) (Kaye 1986: 75b) 'devil, Satan'> HA says'iin; Bidiya 
seetiin (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 113a) 'diable'; Mafa shetene (cf. fr. satan) (Barreteau et 
Le Bleis 1990: 333) 'epilepsie'; Mokilko siitiin (Jungraithmayr 1990: 174) 'diable, mauvais 
esprit'; Musgu si:tiin (Tourneux 1983: 452) 'diable, fantöme'; Tumak satCin/sadan (Caprile 
1975: 93) 'diable'; 
AR$abr (501a) 'patience' > Mokilko sabur (Caprile 1990: 289) 'patience'; 
AR $"äbiin (502a) 'soap' > HA saabuluu; Kotoko sabel) 'savon'; Mokilko saabun (Jungraithmayr 
1990: 170) 'savon'; Musgu sa:bim (Toumeux 1983: 451) 'savon'; Tangale saabulu 
(Jungraithmayr 1991: 139) 'soap', via HA; 
AR $GbTy (502b) 'boy, youth' > Mokilko sabi (Caprile 1990: 289) jeune gar9on'; 
AR $al:zTl:z (503b) 'veritable, real; authentic' >HA sahiihii 'real; authentic'; AR sCihi (Kaye 1986: 69b) 
'honest, candid, truthful', AR ~ahi (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 136) 'vrai; c'est vrai!' > Mokilko 
sayi(t) (Jungraithmayr 1990: 171) adj., adv. 'vrai,juste, saint, veridique, vraiment'; 
AR $iil:zib (504a) 'friend' >HA saahibii; Kotoko sabii 'arni' via KA sawa (Cyffer and Hutchison 1990: 
155b) 'friend'; 
AR $Gdaqa (509a) 'alms'; AR sadaka (Kaye 1986: 69b) 'a!ms (not compulsory)' > HA sadakaa; 
Bidiya sadgine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 112a) 'sacrifice, aumöne'; Mokilko sed'eke 
(Jungraithmayr 1990: 172) 'offrande, sacrifice'; Musgu sad'akii, satakii (Tourneux 1983: 451) 
'sacrifice'; 
AR $alCih (524a) '(ritual) prayer' >HA sallaa28 'each ofthe five daily prayers oflslam'; Bidiya sa/lay 
(Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 112b) 'priere'; Kotoko salii 'priere musulmane'; Mokilko siilke 
(Jungraithmayr 1990: 171) 'prier'; Mokilko sal6.lsiilkiya (Caprile 1990: 290) 'priere'; Musgu 
salii (Tourneux 1983: 451) 'priere rituelle'; 
AR $Gndiiq (526a) 'box' > HA sanduuk'ii; Kotoko sandugil 'malle en meta!', via KA sand!iwu; Lame 
sanduk (Sachnine 1982: 429) 'caisse'; Mokilko sanduitp/sanduitk (Caprile 1990: 290) 'cantine, 
valise, malle; arrnoire, coffre a v tement'; Musgu sunduk (Tourneux 1983: 452) 'malle, caisse'; 
28rn reality sallaa derives directly from ~alLa the second form of SLW (Wehr 1966: 524a) 'to pray', while from Arabic ~ 
al'äh in Hausa we have sa/aatii 'the Muslim creed; invoking blessing on the Prophet as part of the regular prayers', cf. 
AR all (Kaye 1986: 73b) 'pray'. 
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AR ?ae-:fiyiim (531b) 'fast'> Kotoko ?asayam 'Ramadan'; Musgu asiyam (Toumeux 1983: 449) 
jeftne, ramadan'; cf. HA ?azumii <AR ?a:f-:faum (531b) 'the fast (cf Ramadan)'; 
AR r;lal:z Tya (536b) 'blood sacrifice•29 > HA layya/layiya; AR diya (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais 
(dialecte du Tchad): 3 I) 'prix du sang'> Kotoko daya 'prix du sang'; 
AR faqTya (550a) 'white cotton skullcap (often worn under the tarboosh)' > Mokilko taagiye 
(Caprile 1990: 292) 'calotte des musulmans, chapeau rond des musulmans'; Musgu s6kfy{iy 
(Tourneux 1983: 452) 'bonnet de coton'; 
AR tiil;iin and tiil;iina (554b) 'mill, grinder'; AR fahuna (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du 
Tchad): 133) 'moulin' > Kotoko tiiwana 'moulin moteur'; Musgu tawna (Toumeux 1983: 
452) 'moulin'; 
AR fumiifa (569b) 'tomato' > Mokilko tumaatumltamaatu (m) (Jungraithmayr 1990: 187) 'tomate'; 
AR fasa (572b) 'metal bowl'; AR fasa (Roth-Laly 1971: III, 293a) 'general term for metal receptacles' 
>HA taasaa; Kotoko tasa 'recipient emaille', via KA tcisa; Lame tiisao (Sachnine 1982: 344) 
'plat creux emaille, et, en general, tout contenant qui n'est ni en calebasse ni en terre cuite' via 
FU taasawo (Noye 1989: 341a) 'tasse, bol, assiette'; Mokilko taasa (Caprile 1990: 292) 
'assiette, cuvette, bol'; Musgu tasa (Toumeux 1983: 452) 'assiette emaillee, petite cuvette'; 
Pero taasa (Frajzyngier 1985: 49a) 'dish', via HA; 
AR fa?ira (579b) 'airplane, aircraft'; AR faiyiira (Roth-Laly 1969: III, 295b) 'aeroplane; kite (toy)' > 
Mokilko tiyaarltiyaara ltayaarltayaara (Caprile 1990: 293) 'avion'; 
AR ;mrf (580b) 'container; capsule'; AR zarf (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 140).'cartouche' > Kotoko 
zarafa 'cartouche'; 
AR cabd (586b) 'slave' > Mokilko 'abft (Caprile 1990: 275) 'esclave'; 
AR ?a/ßajab (591a) 'astonishment' >HA ?al?ajabii 'surprise'; Kotoko ?ajabe 'etonnement'; Musgu 
azap (Toumeux 1983: 449) 'Oh!'; 
AR Cijala (593a) 'calf > Mokilko 'ajjaalusw'ijjaalusu (Jungraithmayr 1990: 57) 'veau'; 
AR cidda (595a) 'iddat30• >HA ?iddaa; Bidiya 'idday (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 82a) 'compter, 
enumerer'; 
29rn Hausa and Kanuri it has the special meaning of'sacrificing a ram, goat, etc., during the festival ofld-el-Kabir'. 
30Legally prescribed period of (three months) waiting during which a woman may not remarry after being widowed or 
divorced (Jsl. Law). 
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AR cacm (596b) 'equal, like'; AR acm (Kaye 1986: 3a) 'right, correct, just'> (?) Mokilko 'addile 
(Caprile 1990: 275) 'fabriquer, arranger, reparer'; 
AR Caef_jjb (600a) 'pain, torment, torture; punishment' > HA ?azaabaa 'great pain, anguish, torture'; 
Kotoko ?azaba 'derangement, fait d'importuner'; 
AR Caraq (607b) 'arrack, a strong colorless liquor made of raisins, milky white when diluted with 
water'; AR arag (Roth-Laly 1971: III, 307a) 'fermented drink made ofdats' > Bidiya 'argi 
(Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 54b) 'alcool'; Mokilko 'argis (Jungraithmayr 1990: 59) 'alcool 
(a boire)'; Musgu arge (Tourneux 1983: 449) 'alcool'; 
AR Cazab (610a) 'single, unmarried' > Musgu asaba (Tourneux 1983: 449) 'femme libre'; 
AR Casir (612b) 'hard, difficult'; ARga:si (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 126) 'difficile' > Mokilko gaasi 
(Jungraithmayr 1990: 98) adj. 'difficile, penible, dur'; 
AR caskar (613a) 'army' > HA ?askizr3 lfba?askaree. 'soldier'; Kotoko ?askizr 'militaire, policier, 
douanier'; Mokilko 'asiigilrsii (Jungraithmayr 1990: 60) 'soldat, militaire'; Musgu askdr 
(Tourneux 1983: 449) 'militaire'; 
AR casal (613a) 'honey'; AR 'esel (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 124) 'miel' > Mokilko 'asal (Caprile 
1990: 276) 'miel'; 
AR citr (619b) 'perfume' > Lame ?itir (Sachnine 1982: 459) 'parfum'; Musgu itfr (Toumeux 1983: 
450) 'parfum'; AR Cu(ür pl >HA turizaree 'perfume'; 
AR Cajiya (625b) '(good) health' >HA laajiyaa 'health'; Bidiya 'aapiye (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 
5la) 'paix'; Kotoko k8lafya 'sante, paix',? via KA kalewalkateja32 'peacefulness, healthiness, 
expr. used to answer greetings'; Tumak lapa (Caprile 1975: 80) 'salut'; 
AR caql (630a) 'intelligence' > HA hankizlii33; Musgu haogala!haogal (Tourneux 1983: 448) 
'prudent, patient'; 
AR Callama (635a) V II 'to teach' > Mokilko 'allime (Caprile 1990: 275) 'enseigner, eduquer, former'; 
AR Ci!m (635b) 'knowledge, learning' >HA ?ilimiil?ilmii 'knowledge'; Mokilko 'ilim (Caprile 1990: 
281) 'savoir, connaisance, instruction'; 
3 lBargery (1934, 40b) gives: "rare''. 
32on the k prefixation applied to nouns borrowed from Arabic, see Hutchison (1981: 80). 
33The ward arrived into Hausa through Kanuri, see Baldi (1992: 10). 
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AR CafTm (636a) 'knowing; erudite' > Mokilko 'aalim (Caprile 1990: 275) 'savant, connaisseur, 
intellectuel, personne instruite, cultivee'; Mokilko 'allimsa (Caprile 1990: 275) 'apprentissage, 
education'; 
AR culama? pi ofCafTm (636a) 'erudite' > Mokilko 'ulama (Caprile 1990: 293) 'savant, inte!lectuel'; 
AR muCallim (637a) 'teacher' >HA maalamii34; AR muEallem (Roth-Laly 1971: ill, 318a) 'maltre 
qui enseigne' > Kotoko ?abu -malam-malam 'papillon'; Kotoko malern 'marabout'; Lame 
malum (Sachnine 1982: 321) 'gris-gris, amulette' via FU mallum (Noye 1989: 238a) 
'marabout'; Tumak male 'm (Caprile 1975: 82) M. 'marabout (religieux musulman)'; 
AR Cada (654b) 'habit, custom'; AR ada (Kaye 1986: 2b) 'custom'; > HA ?al?aadaa/?aadaa35; 
Bidiya 'aadine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 51a) 'rite, coutume, comrnemoration'; Kotoko 
hada 'coutume, tradition'; Musgu de (Tourneux 1983: 449) 'coutume'; 
AR ?aCwana (659a) v II 'to aid, assist, support' > Mokilko 'aawine (Caprile 1990: 275) 'aider, 
secourir'; 
AR ?al_caun (659a) 'minor official (Tun.)' > Musgu lawan,lawd!J (Tourneux 1983: 451) 'chef de 
village'; 
AR CTd (661a) 'feast (day), festival, holiday' > HA ?iidii 'any religious festival'; Mokilko 'fit 
(Jungraithmayr 1990: 111) 'fäte, ceremonie de joie'; 
AR cais (662a) '(chiefly eg.) 'bread'; AR es (Kaye 1986: 27b) 'food; cooked guinea corn or rnillet'; 
AR 'e:sh (Zehner et Tourneux 1986: 124) 'mets fait de farine de cereales, «boule»' > Mokilko 
'ees (Caprile 1990: 279) 'boule, farine de cereale preparee SOUS forme de gäteau pateux'; 
AR magrib (669a) 'prayer at sunset' >HA magaribaalmimgaribaa 'prayer at sunset'; Kotoko magirbu 
'crepuscule du soir'; 
AR gassala (673b) v II 'to wash thoroughly', cf. AR Gasal (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 127) 'laver' > 
Mokilko kdssile (Jungraithmayr 1990: 119) 'laver'; 
AR ?al-gayt36 'reed instrument' > HA ?algaytaa; Kotoko ?algita 'chalemie'; Musgu algciytd 
(Tourneux 1983: 448) 'chalernie'; 
34The word arrived into Hausa through Kanuri, see Baldi (1992: 12). 
35rt means 'menstruation' too. In this meaning it is a synonym of hayliia. 
36see Greenberg (1947: 92). 
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ARfär (692a) 'mouse; rat'; ARfa:r (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 125) 'rats' > Mokilko paar (Caprile 
1990: 287) 'souris, rat'; 
ARfa?s (692a) 'ax, hatchet; hoe; ARfäs (Kaye 1986: 29b) 'axe'; ARfa:s (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 
125) 'hache' > Mokilko 'ulptiasilptias (Jungraithmayr 1990: 189) 'grande hache'; Tumakptiaj 
(Caprile 1975: 89) F. 'hache europeenne ou "arabe"'; 
ARfänus (692b) 'lantern' > Musgupanus (Tourneux 1983: 451) 'lampe'; 
ARfätif:ia (694a) 'first chapter of the Koran'> HAfaatihaa; Bidiya paate (Alio et Jungraithmayr 
1989: 106a) 'mariage musulman'; 
ARfatTZ (695b) 'lamp' > HAfitilaa; Mokilko pitila (Jungraithmayr 1990: 162) 'lampe a huile en terre 
cuite'; 
ARfarra§ (705b) 'one who spreads the carpets'; ARfarra§ti (Kaye 1986: 29a) 'rug, saddle blanket, 
bed clothes'; ARfarcha (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 38) 'matelas, literie' 
> Kotokoforash 'couverture'; 
ARfarmala (Dozy, 1881: II, 262) 'en Barbarie, veste, gilet a !arge galons d'or, ouvert sur le devant, et 
garni de boutons, mais jamais sans boutonnieres'; ARfarmala (Kaye 1986: 29a) 'shirt with no 
collar or sleeves' > HA farmalan (Sk.) 'waistcoat'; Bidiya parmala (Alio et Jungraithmayr 
1989: 106b) 'gilet'; Kotoko farmala 'gilet'; 
AR firjrja (717a) 'silver'; AR fadda (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 41) 'argent 
(metal)'/fadaa (Dictionnairefranr;ais-arabe (dialecte du Tchad): 41) 'argent (meta!)'> Bidiya 
pudda (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 109a) 'argent (meta!)'; 
AR faq Tr (723a) 'poor' > HA fok'iirii; AR faqara? pi > Kotoko fakar 'penser, reflechir'; Kotoko 
fekpara 'eleve d'ecole coranique'; 
ARfinjal (728b) 'cup' > HAfinjaalii 'glass'; Kotokofinjdl 'verre a boire',? via KAfinjal; Mokilko 
kUnyja/37 (Jungraithmayr 1990: 129) 'verre'; 
ARfäta (730b) 'to pass away; tobe past'; AR.jät (Kaye 1986: 29b) 'go around, pass by, surpass' > 
Mokilko paat (Jungraithmayr 1990: 160) adj. 'passe"; 
ARjä?ida (735a) 'utility, profit'; AR.fäyde (Kaye 1986: 30a) 'use, usefulness, advantage, benefit' > 
HAfaa?idaa 'benefit, profit'; Kotokofeyda 'utilite'; 
AR qabr (738a) 'grave' >HA kabarii; Kotoko kabar 'tombeau'; 
AR qidr (746a) 'cooking pot, kettle'> Musgu gidfr (Tourneux 1983: 449) 'casserole'; 
37Jungraithmayr should have written kimjiil, because In/ becomes [ny] before /j/. 
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AR qudra (746a) 'power'; AR gidir (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 126) 'pouvoir' >HA k'uduraa v 'to 
knot; decide'; Mokilko g;Udire (Jungraithmayr 1990: 106) 'force, vigueur, resistance'; 
AR qara?a (753a) v 'to recite; to read; to study' >HA karantaa 'to read'; HA makarantaa 'school'; 
Mokilko gare (Jungraithmayr 1990: 99) 'lire; enseigner, apprendre, etudier'; Pero mrikiirrinta 
(Frajzyngier 1985: 41a) 'school', via HA makarantaa 'school'; 
AR ?al-qur?an (753b) 'the Koran' > HA ?alkUr?an/?alk'ur?aanii; Kotoko lagbar{lfJ , mgb'ardo 
'Coran'; Mokilko kUr'dn (Caprile 1990: 284) 'Coran'; 
AR qurus pl of qirs (756a) 'Maria Theresa dollar'; AR gurus (Roth-Laly 1971: III, 374a) 'money; 
dollars; cash; coins' (peut-etre de l'allemand «Groschen») > HA gurus; Mokilko g;Urus 
(Jungraithmayr 1990: 108) 'argent (monnaie ); 5 fr. CF A'; Musgu giirus (Tourneux 1983: 450) 
'argent'; Tumak g;Uriis/g;Urs' (Caprile 1975: 65) 'argent'; 
AR qar{as38 (757b) 'paper' >HA takiirdaa/takiiddaa39 'paper; letter'; Mokilko kdtkiit/kdkkiit (Caprile 
1990: 283) 'papier, feuille', via ? KA kdkkdda ; Tangale trikarda, old trikartri (Jungraithmayr 
1991: 150) 'book', via HA; 
AR qaranful (760b) 'carnation; clove' >HA kiinumforii 'clove'; Kotoko gilriimbal 'girofle'; 
AR qizaza (761b), qaza?iz (eg.) 'bottle'; AR gazaz (Roth-Laly 1971: III, 377b) 'bouteille' > Bidiya 
gb.zaas (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 77a) 'bouteille'; Kotoko gazriza 'bouteille'; Lame ga 'sdt 
(Sachnine 1982: 500) 'bouteille'; Musgu gb.zds (Tourneux 1983: 449) 'bouteille'; cf. AR 
gazzazri (Kaye 1986: 34b) 'bottle, glass' and AR gazza:za(t) (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 126) 
'bouteille'; 
AR qizaz (761 b) eg. 'verre' > Musgu gagcizd (Tourneux 1983: 449) 'bouteille'; 
AR ?al-maqa!fif pi ofmiqa!fif (766a) 'scissors'; AR maga!flf (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 126) 'ciseaux' 
>HA ?almakiisii; Bidiya magas (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 96b) 'ciseaux'; Kotoko magrisa 
'ciseaux'; Musgu mdkds (Tourneux 1983: 451) 'ciseaux'; 
AR qaifr (768a) 'castle; palace' > Musgu giisur (Tourneux 1983: 449) 'maison etage'; 
AR ?al-qifa (776b) 'piece; part' > Kotoko liigil 'gandoura'; Musgu alkiit (Tourneux 1983: 448) 
'pagne'; 
AR qaCda (779b) 'sitting'; AR ga'a:da(t) (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 126) 'siege'> Mokilko ga'riade 
(Jungraithmayr 1990: 98) 'tabouret'; 
38The Arabic word is itselfa loanword from Latin charta. 
39The ward was borrowed fromArabic via Tuareg, see Gouffä (1974: 361). 
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AR qala$a (786b) 'to decrease, diminish' > Mokilko kalas/kaltis (Jungraithmayr 1990: 118) 'fini! c'est 
tout'; 
AR ?al-qalam40 (788a) 'pen' > HA ?iilkaliimii/?iilkaliimii; Kotoko ?iikaldm 'stylo, crayon'; Mokilko 
galiim (Caprile 1990: 280) 'ecritoire (stylo, crayon)'; 
AR ?al-qamf:z (789a) 'wheat' >HA ?iilkamaa41; Kotoko ?iilkamd 'ble'; Kotoko ?iilkamd 'spaghetti'; 
Mokilko gerne (Caprile 1990: 280) 'ble'; Pero iilkama (Frajzyngier 1985: 18b) 'wheat', via 
HA ?iilkamaafKA algama; 
AR qamar (789b) 'moon' > Mokilko gamiir (Caprile 1990: 280) 'lune'; 
AR qamT$ (790b) 'shlrt; dress, gown'; AR gumdj (Dictionnaire arabe-frani;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 
47) 'etoffe, chemise, habit'; AR gamTs (Kaye 1986: 33a) 'gown'; AR gumas (Roth-Laly 1971: 
III, 391a) 'toile de coton'; AR gumas (Tourneux 1983: 449) 'toile de coton' > Bidiya 
'iingitmaaji (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 53a) 'boubou'; Mokilko gitmdc/gamdc 
(Jungraithmayr 1990: 106) 'vetement, rohe, chemise'; Musgu gimii: ji (Toumeux 1983: 449) 
'chemise'; 
AR qanun (791a) 'canon; law' > Mokilko gaanim (Caprile 1990: 280) 'loi'; 
AR qahwa (795a) 'coffee' >HA gahawiia; Kotoko giihawii cafä'; Mokilko gaawii (Caprile 1990: 
280) 'cafä (boisson)'; 
AR qata (797a) v 'to say, teil'; AR gat (Kaye 1986: 32b) 'to say' > Mokilko giil (Jungraithmayr 1990: 
99) 'dire'; 
AR qiyama (800b) 'resurrection' >HA kiyaamaa; Musgu lcikiyam (Tourneux 1983: 450) 'paradis (?)'; 
AR qaw Ty (803a) 'strong; firm, solid'> Mokilko gciwi (Caprile 1990: 280) 'dur, solide, resistant'; 
AR k:Gfor (808a) 'camphor' > HA kaafar; Kotoko kamf6r 'naphtaline'; 
AR ?al-kitZib (812b) 'book' >HA littaafii; Bidiya k!Jtiib (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 88b) 'ecrire'; 
Bidiya kitaabine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 90b) 'coran, taut livre ayant trait l'islam'; 
Kotoko kitab 'livret coranique' (?via KA kitciwu); Mokilko kitaiip (Caprile 1990: 283) 'livre, 
cahier; Coran, Bible'; Musgu sitdp (Toumeux 1983: 452) 'Coran', via B'arma c Ttdp; 
AR k:Gtib (813b) 'scribe' >HA kaatibii 'scribe'; Bidiya kaatib (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 86b) 
'secretaire'; Mokilko katip (Caprile 1990: 283) 'ecriture'; 
AR maktiib (813b) 'written; letter'; AR maktu:b (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 126) 'ecrit, lettre' > Bidiya 
miiktUb (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 97a) 'lettre'; Mokilko mattup (Jungraithmayr 1990: 138) 
40The Arabic ward is itself a loanword from Greek 1ailauoc 'reed; reed pen, stylus', cf. Latin calamus 'reed'. 
4lcf. Fulfulde alkamiiri (Taylor 1932: 4a). 
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'livre, cahier, lettre, papier; Coran, Bible'; Musgu maktüp (Tourneux 1983: 451) 'papier, 
feuille'; 
AR karj_ba (818a) 'lie; deceit, falsehood' >HA kazaf'false accusation'; AR kar;lab (Zehner et Tourneux 
1986: 130) 'mensonge' > Mokilko kilddap (Caprile 1990: 282) 'mensonge'; 
AR kurs T (820a) 'chair; throne' > HA kursiyii42 'chair'; Musgu kUrsi:' (Tourneux 1983: 450) 'chaise'; 
AR kira? (824a) 'rent, hire' > Musgu akri:' (Tourneux 1983: 448) 'location'; 
AR kisra (826b) pi. kisar 'fragment; a small piece; chunk ( of bread); slice ( of bread)'; AR kisra, pi. 
kisar (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 75) 'crepes' > Kotoko kasera 'crepe 
de mil ou riz'; 
AR ?al-kack (831a) 'cake' > HA ?alkaakii; Kotoko kdge 'gäteau sec', cf. AR kak (Dictionnaire 
arabe-.franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 71) 'biscuit'; 
AR kullum (835a) 'always' >HA ku/lum; Mokilko kU/lum (Jungraithrnayr 1990: 128) 'tous, toute(s)'; 
Pero kU/lum (Frajzyngier 1985: 38b) 'often', via HA ku/lum!FU ku/lum 'always'; 
AR kalam (838b) 'speech; words' > HA killaamii; Musgu killan (Tourneux 1983: 450) 'parole, 
nouvelle'; 
AR kam (839a) 'how much?' > Musgugama (Tourneux 1983: 449) 'combien'; 
AR kämil (841a) 'perfect; complete'; AR kZimil (Kaye 1986: 47a) 'absolutely, positively' > HA 
kaamilii 'perfect'; Kotoko kdmel 'absolument'; Musgu kd:mil (Tourneux 1983: 450) 'Pas du 
tout!'; 
AR kZinun (842a) 'stove'; AR ganim (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 44) 'rechaud 
braise' > Kotoko ganim 'brasero'; Mokilko gaanimlkilanun (Caprile 1990: 280) 'rechaud, 
brasero'; Musgu ganun (Tourneux 1983: 449) 'brasero'; 
AR kuo (845a) 'drinking glass'; AR kßb (Dictionnaire arabe-fran<;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 75) 'bo!te' 
> Kotoko k6be 'petite bo!te en fer blanc'; Musgu k6p (Tourneux 1983: 450) 'gobelet'; 
AR kuoa (845a) 'hearts (in a deck of cards)' > Mokilko kUbbi (Caprile 1990: 284) 'coeur (jeu de 
cartes)'; 
AR kaifa (849b) 'how? how ... !';AR ke:j? (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 131) 'comment?' > Mokilko ki-
keep/ki -kkieplki-kkief(Jungraithrnayr 1990: 122) 'comment?'; 
AR la (851b) 'not; no!' > Kotoko lala! 'pas du tout'; Mokilko laa (Caprile 1990: 284) 'non'; 
42see Bargery (1934: 654a). 
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AR wa-la (852a) 'nor, ... either; not even' > Mokilko walti (Jungraithmayr 1990: 193) conj. 'ne ... 
pas'; 
AR !Cikin (852b) 'however, yet, but' > Bidiya laakfn (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 94b) 'mais'; 
AR lifiim (858b) 'bridle' >HA linzaamii; Kotoko tsam 'mors (du cheval)'; Musgu ale!)ze (Toumeux 
1983: 448) 'bride'; 
AR lamma (877b) 'to gather, collect'; AR lamma (Zehner et Toumeux 1986: 131) 'rassembler, reunir' 
> Mokilko lumme (Jungraithmayr 1990: 134) 'reunir, rassembler, concentrer, accumuler'; 
AR ?al-lau(l (882b) 'slate, board' >HA ?alloo43; Bidiya l6ohine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 95b) 
'tablette en bois pour l'ecole coranique'; Kotoko ?a/6 'tablette coranique'; 
AR laimun (887b) 'lirne' >HA leemoo; Kotoko lemu!J 'citron lirne'; Mafa lemmv (Barreteau et Le 
Bleis 1990: 215) 'citron' (viaFU lemu); Mokilko leemun (Jungraithmayr 1990: 132) 'citron'; 
AR mi?a (889b) 'hundred'; AR mTya (Roth-Laly 1972: IV, 476a) 'hundred' > Kotoko miya 'cent'; 
Mokilko miya (Caprile 1990: 286) 'cent'; Musgu miya (Toumeux 1983: 451) 'cent'; 
AR mudd (897a) 'mudd, a dry measure'; AR midd (Zehner et Tourneux 1986: 132) 'boisseau, mesure 
de grains' > Bidiya middine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 98b) 'unite de mesure (2 litres)'; 
AR marra wa(ITd (900a) 'one time alone' > Musgu marawiiy (Tourneux 1983: 451) 'completement, 
pour toujours'; 
AR miskTn (909b) 'poor' >HA miskfn 'destitute person'; Bidiya maski'In (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 
97b) 'etre miserable'; Bidiya miskfn (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 99b) 'malheureux, miserable, 
doux'; Musgu miske!] (Tourneux 1983: 451) 'petit'; 
AR makr (917a) 'cunning, craftiness'; AR makru (Kaye 1986: 54b) 'disliked, hated' (?) > Kotoko 
maki'Iru 'personne desordonnee', cf. HA maakirii 'crafty'; 
AR mil(l (920a) 'salt'; AR milileh (Kaye 1986: 57b) 'salt' > Mokilko mile (Caprile 1990: 286) 'sel'; 
AR mandTl (926a) 'kerchief; handkerchief; AR mendfl (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais ( dialecte du 
Tchad): 85) 'mouchoir' > Kotoko mandfl 'foulard, mouchoir de tete'; Mokilko mindfl 
(Jungraithmayr 1990: 139) 'mouchoir de tete'; 
AR minan (928a) 'semen' >HA maniyyii; Kotoko mani 'sperme'; 
AR maut (930a) 'death' > Pero mutu (Frajzyngier 1985: 42b) v. 'die', via HA mutuwaa44; 
43Tue word arrived into Hausa tbrough Kanuri, see Baldi (1992: 10). 
44rn Hausa it is surely not a loanword, but a conunon Hamito-Semitic word. 
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AR mm (93lb) 'property; wealth; money; goods'; AR ma:l (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 132) 'argent, 
richesse' > Bidiya mallo (Alio et Jungraithmayi- 1989: 97a) 'troupeau, richesse, dot'; Mokilko 
maala (Jungraithmayr 1990: 135) 'fer; richesse; dot; propriete'; 
AR ma? (932b) 'water'; AR alme (Kaye 1986: 7a) 'water' > Mokilko 'elmi /'dlmi (Caprile 1990: 279) 
'eau'; 
AR nas Tb (960a) 'relative, kinsman (by marriage ); brother-in-law; son-in-law'; AR nasfb 
(Dictionnaire arabe-fram;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 103) 'beau-frere, beau-pere, parente de la 
farnille de ma femme' > Bidiya nasfibino (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: lOlb) 'beau-pere'; 
AR naeZira pl of naerZinT (970a) 'Christian' > HA nasaara (pl. of banasaaree) 'Christians, 
Europeans'; Kotoko nasara 'Blanc'; Lame nasara (Sachnine 1982: 378) 'Europeen (Blanc )'; 
Mokilko nasdr/nasaarusu (Jungraithmayr 1990: 144) 'Europeen, Blanc'; Mokilko nasaara 
(Caprile 1990: 287) 'nom propre de femme (souvent donne a une femme de teint clair)'; 
Musgu nasa:rd (Tourneux 1983: 451) 'Europeen'; 
AR nief, nuef(971a) 'half; AR nuss (Kaye 1986: 62b) 'half> Bidiya nussine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 
1989: 102a) 'c6te; moitie'; Kotoko n'.s. 'b.' 'moitie'; Lame nus (Sachnine 1982: 377) 'demi; 
moitie'; Mokilko nussa (Jungraithmayr 1990: 145) 'moitie'; 
AR naCam (980a) 'yes' >HA na ?am; Kotoko na ?dmlna?am 'oui! (reponse a un appel)'; 
AR nafar (984b) 'band, group'; AR nafar (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 100) 
'espece, race'; AR nafar (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 133) 'tribu, race, espece' > Kotoko nafdr 
'race'; Musgu nafdr (Tourneux 1983: 451) 'esp ce, sorte'; 
AR nef (987a) 'advantage, profit'; AR ndji (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 100) 
'utile, efficace' >HA ?amfoaniil?anfoanii; Bidiya napkay (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: lOlb) 
'etre utile'; Pero ampaani (Frajzyngier 1985: 18b) 'use, benefit', via HA; 
AR namiisTya (lOOOb) 'mosquito net'; AR namiisTye (Kaye 1986: 61b) 'mosquito net' > Kotoko 
namus'.ye 'moustiquaire'; 
AR nar (1009a) 'fire'; AR na:r (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 134) 'feu' > Mokilko naar (Caprile 1990: 
286) 'feu; energie; enfer, gehenne'; 
AR hadTya (1024a) 'gift, present'; AR hdiya (Harrell 1966: 53b) 'present, gift' > Bidiya 'adiyye (Alio 
et Jungraithmayr 1989: 52a) 'cadeau'; 
AR häef.ä (1024a) 'this one, this' > Mokilko 'assa (Jungraithmayr 1990: 59) 'maintenant'; Mokilko 
daa (Caprile 1990: 278) '9a'; 
AR watTqa (1048a) 'document, paper' >HA wasiikaalwasiik'aa 'letter'; Kotoko wakitd 'lettre'; 
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AR diya (1059b) 'blood money' >HA diyyaa; Bidiya diyye (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 68a) 'd"une; 
somme versee pour dedommager !es parents du mort'; Mokilko diyye (Jungraithmayr 1990: 
83) 'ran9on, amende'; 
AR wasat (1066b) 'middle; milieu' > Mokilko 'usilt (Caprile 1990: 293) 'milieu'; 
AR watan (1079b) 'homeland' > Mokilko alwatanilwatani (Caprile 1990: 275) 'nation, patrie'; 
AR wacd (1081a) 'promise' >HA wa?adii; Kotoko wa?ade 'pacte, accord'; 
AR ?al-waqt (1087a) 'time'> HA waki'Iciillooki'Icii45; Musgu wakft (Tourneux 1983: 452) 'moment, 
instant'; Mokilko wekitlwakit (Caprile 1990: 294) 'temps, epoque'; 
AR wakTZ (1096a) 'representative' >HA wakiilii; Kotoko wakfl 'adjoint (n.)'; Mokilko wakiil (Caprile 
1990: 294) 'delegue, envoye, representant'; 
ARya -l!Gh (1104a) 'Oh God' > Hausayalla 'perhaps'; ARyalla! (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 140) 
'allons! allons-y!' > Kotoko yalla '(exclamation)'; Mokilko yalla (Jungraithmayr 1990: 197) 
interj. 'allons-y'; Musguyalla, yalla (Tourneux 1983: 452) 'En avant! Allons-y!'; 
AR ard.eb (Dictionnaire arabe-.fram;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 10) 'tamarin (Tamarindus indica)' > 
Musgu ardem (Tourneux 1983: 448) 'breuvage sucre, non alcoolise, a base de decoction 
d'Hibiscus sabdarijfa'; 
AR bartal (Dictionnaire arabe-.fram;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 15) 'plateau circulaire servant a vanner' 
> Bidiya bartalle (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 57a) 'petit van'; 
AR dfk (Dictionnaire arabe-.fram;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 31) 'celle-Ia ' > Bidiya diheeke (Alio et 
Jungraithmayr 1989: 68a) 'nom d'un point d'eau (lieu-dit)'; 
AR dringe/ (Dictionnaire arabe-.franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 31) 'brique cuite' > Kotoko derel]gel 
'brique'; Mokilko diril]geel (Caprile 1990: 278) 'brique'; Musgu dre!]gel (Tourneux 1983: 
449) 'brique crue'; 
AR falal (Dictionnaire arabe-.franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 37) 'harpon dentele' > Kotoko falal 
'harpon a barbe unique'; cf. ARfal!Zil (Kaye 1986: 28b) 'harpoon', cf. Musgufalal 'harpon' 
(personal communication); 
ARferig (Dictionnaire arabe-.franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 40) 'campement de nomades' > Bidiya 
pariigine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 106b) 'campement arabe'; 
AR gabbal (Dictionnaire arabe-.franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 42) 'ramener, rendre, retourner' > 
Bidiya kciabine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 86a) 'tour de röle des bergers'; Kotoko k'abine 
'vengeance'; 
45Tue word arrived into Hausa through Kanuri, see Baldi (1992: 12). 
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AR gegar (Dictionnaire arabe-frani;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 45) 'poste de govemement' > Musgu 
gerger (Toumeux 1983: 449) 'prefecture'; 
AR gurtal (Dictionnaire arabe-frani;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 48) 'sac en cuir it ouverture !arge, pour 
transporter le mil sur !es änes' > Kotoko kiirtdl 'scrotum et testicules'; 
AR hidbi (Dictionnaire arabe-frani;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 53) 'troupeau' > Bidiya hidbe (Alio et 
Jungraithmayr 1989: 8lb) 'horde, troupeau'; 
AR kadkad (Dictionnaire arabe-frani;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 71) 'morceau de papier, carte' > Musgu 
k/Jtkiit (Toumeux 1983: 450) 'papier'; 
AR karab (Dictionnaire arabe-frani;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 73) 'attraper, saisir' > Bidiya karbaawi 
(Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 88b) 'haue a manche court et coude'; 
AR karrdb (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 73) 'ceinture' > Bidiya karraiip (Alio et 
Jungraithmayr 1989: 88b) 'bande de tissu servant de ceinture pour !es femmes'; Musgu kardp 
(Toumeux 1983: 450) 'ceinture'; 
AR k6ko (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 75) 'crapaud' > Kotoko k6k6 'cadenas', cf. 
AR k6k6 (Dictionnaire franr;ais-arabe (dialecte du Tchad): 38) 'crapaud', FU fäl?ru (Taylor 
1932: 46a) 'frag', FU faab'ru (Noye 1989: 102b) 'crapaud; cadenas'; 
AR k6ro (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 75) 'cuverte emaillee, mesure pour le 
grain (aussi appele «midd»), boisseau' > Mokilko k6orii (Caprile 1990: 284) 'recipient 
metallique de cuisine; unite de mesure (grains, farine, etc.)'; 
AR krdb (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 75) 'graines d'herbe (comestible)' > Bidiya 
kireb (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 90a) 'plante (Eragrostis), graine comestible de Ja brousse'; 
AR kurnuk (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 76) 'hurte de paille' > Musgu kUrniik 
(Toumeux 1983: 450) 'hurte carree que l'on construit aux champs'; 
AR namma (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 102) jusque' > Kotoko nammiin 
jusque'; 
AR gallab (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 108) 'renverser' > (?) Bidiyajalliiy 
(Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 83b) 'se renverser'; 
AR raggad (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 108) 'faire coucher, faire dormir)' > 
Bidiya miiraggiit (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 97b) 'reste de biere de mil ayant passe une 
nuit'; 
AR tor6ro (Dictionnaire arabe-franr;ais (dialecte du Tchad): 131) 'lit en bois' > Kotoko toror6 'lit en 
baguertes'; 
AR §.afra (Dictionnaire franr;ais-arabe (dialecte du Tchad): 72) 'jaune' > Mafa sawara (Barreteau et 
Le Bleis 1990: 327) jaunisse' (via FU sawoora (Noye 1989: 306a) 'jaunisse'); 
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AR adära (Kaye 1986: 2b) 'injury' > Bidiya 'adar (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 51b) 'blesser 
gravement'; 
AR aku (Kaye 1986: 4b) 'parrot' > Bidiya 'akkU (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 52b) 'perroquet'; 
AR angumaji (Kaye 1986: lOb) 'short gown, dress' > Tumak ngitmaaj (Caprile 1975: 88) F. 
"'boubou"'; cf. KA gemaje (Cyffer and Hutchison 1990: 58b) 'shirt'; 
AR an]amma (Kaye 1986: lla) 'relax (tr.), make s.o. rest' > Mokilkojamme (Caprile 1990: 281) '(se) 
reposer'; 
AR afana (Kaye 1986: 13b) 'match(stick)' (<HA ?a'Saanaa 'match(es)' < YO isana 'match(es)' >) 
Lame ?asana (Sachnine 1982: 461) 'allumette'; Mafa hasana (Barreteau et Le Bleis 1990: 
171) 'allumette' (via FU asaana (Noye 1989: 13b) 'allumette'); 
AR afistin (Kaye 1986: 14a) 'thirsty'; AR cfes (Harrell 1966: 265a) 'thirst' > Bidiya 'atas (Alio et 
Jungraithmayr 1989: 54b) 'soif; 
AR awa (Kaye 1986: 14b) 'noise' > Bidiya 'awne (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 55a) 'bruit, bavardage'; 
AR ban(n)a (Kaye 1986: 17a) 'build' > Bidiya banna (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 57a) 'mas;on'; 
AR bayyaef (Kaye 1986: 18b) 'reward' > Bidiya bayaadine eo!!. (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 57b) 
'remuneration qu'on offre au marabout ou a l'oracle'; 
AR birmil (Kaye 1986: 19a) 'barre!'(?)> Mokilko birmfl (Caprile 1990: 277) 'füt metallique'; 
AR caca (Kaye 1986: 20a) 'be cunning or sly, play a trick on s.o.'> Mokilko caace (Jungraithmayr 
1990: 75) 'tromper'; 
AR dahab (Kaye 1986: 23a) 'gold' > Bidiya dahab (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 66a) 'or (meta!)'; 
AR daliil (Kaye 1986: 23b) 'docile, pacifist(ic)' > Mokilko dalul (Jungraithmayr 1990: 78) 
'gentillesse, douceur'; 
AR dirdir (Kaye 1986: 25b) 'wall (of a house)' > Bidiya dirdirre (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 68a) 
'monticule'; Mokilko durditr (Caprile 1990: 279) 'bätiment, maison en brique, carre ou 
rectangulaire'; 
AR dubbana (Kaye 1986: 25b) 'fly' > Bidiya ditbbaana (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 69a) 'insecte du 
tabac'; 
AR aut (Kaye 1986: 26b) 'lion' > Mokilko duitt (Caprile 1990: 279) 'lion'; cf. AR aud (Roth-Laly 
1969: II, 173b) 'lion'; 
AR gabaka (Kaye 1986: 32a) 'local cloth' > Bidiya gabag (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 75b) 'bande 
etroite de cotonnade servant autrefois au troc'; 
AR gada (Kaye 1986: 32a) 'wooden food bowl' > Bidiya gadine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 76a) 
'ecuelle, recipient en bois destine a la »boule«'; 
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AR gancfiil (Kaye 1986: 33b) 'ear of com, portion of guinea com' > Bidiya ganduula (Alio et 
Jungraithmayr 1989: 76b) 'epi de mil'; 
AR ged (Kaye 1986: 34b) 'rope for tying a donkey's front legs' > Bidiya geedine (Alio et 
Jungraithmayr 1989: 77a) 'entrave qu'on met aux pieds des animaux'; 
ARgudra (Kaye 1986: 35b) 'ability, power, strength' > Kotoko k'udra 'miracle'; 
AR hadd (Kaye 1986: 36a) 'border, boundary' > Bidiya haddine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 8la) 
1fin; infini'; 
AR haggd (Kaye 1986: 36b) 'portion, share' > Bidiya hagine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 8la) 'frais, 
prix:'; 
AR ha}a (Kaye 1986: 36b) 'thing; something' > Bidiya haajine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 8la) 
'affaire, chose'; 
AR hamamd (Kaye 1986: 37b) 'pet pigeon' > Bidiya hamdm (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 8lb) 
'pigeon'; 
AR i}ile (Kaye 1986: 4la) 'calf (bovine)' > Bidiya 'ijil (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 82a) 'veau'; 
AR imme (Kaye 1986: 4lb) 'people, tribe' > (?!) Bidiya 'imme (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 82b) 
'turban'; 
AR Tne (Kaye 1986: 4lb) 'continuous heavy rain, very heavy rainy season (July-August)' > Bidiya 
'iine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 82a) 'bruine'; 
AR]arsis (Kaye 1986: 44b) 'march' (<FR exercise) > Mokilko jdrsise (Jungraithmayr 1990: 115) 
'defiler'; 
AR]idlid (Kaye 1986: 44b) 'hen, chicken' > Mokilkojiddt (Caprile 1990: 281) 'poulet, poule'; 
AR kadlide (Kaye 1986: 46a) 'countryside' > Mokilko kiiddadi (Jungraithmayr 1990: 117) 'brousse'; 
AR kamfiis (Kaye 1986: 47a) 'waist cloth for woman' > Bidiya kiimbusne (Alio et Jungraithmayr 
1989: 87b) 'cache-sexe (feminin)'; 
AR kawway (Kaye 1986: 48b) 'brander' > Bidiya kaaway (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 86b) 
'cauteriser'; 
AR kirdi (Kaye 1986: 49a) 'pagan' > Kotoko kardi 'non-musulman'; Mokilko ldrdi (Caprile 1990: 
283) 'pai'en, incroyant, infidele'; 
AR laga (Kaye 1986: 51a) 'to meet' > Mokilko laage (Jungraithmayr 1990: 131) 'accueuillir; 
rencontrer'; 
AR ma'adUr (Kaye 1986: 54b) 'injured' > Bidiya ma'adur (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 96b) 'mutile, 
handicape'; 
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AR malamm (Kaye 1986: 55a) 'gathering, meeting' > Mokilko malamma (Jungraithmayr 1990: 136) 
'reunion, assemblee'; 
AR mili/eh (Kaye 1986: 57b) 'salt' > Mokilko mile (Caprile 1990: 286) 'sei'; 
AR mongo (Kaye 1986: 58a) 'small monkey' > (?!!) Bidiya mongo (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 
IOOa) 'mangue'; 
AR ora (Kaye 1986: 63b) 'one-eyed woman' > Bidiya 'oora (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 104b) 
'defaut, vice, accident'; 
AR sah T (Kaye 1986: 69b) 'true, truthful' > Bidiya seene (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: l 13a) 'verite, 
justice, vrai, juste'; 
AR s(ifdt (Kaye 1986: 70a) 'gratis, free (of charge)' > Mokilko saaldt (Jungraithmayr 1990: 170) 
'gratuitement, seulement, pour rien'; 
ARsa/erTme (Kaye 1986: 70b) 'bridle' > Bidiyasariime (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: l 12b) 'mors'; 
AR ser (Kaye 1986: 71b) 'hide, leather thong' > Bidiya serre (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 114a) 
'corde en cuir'; 
AR sib(h)e (Kaye 1986: 71 b) 'worry beads, rosary' > Bidiya sipe (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 11 Sa) 
'chapelet'; 
AR sihir (Kaye 1986: 7lb) 'magic' > Bidiya sihirre (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 114b) 'poison'; 
ARsile (Kaye 1986: 72a) 'shilling (= 10 kobo)' > Mokilko sile (Caprile 1990: 291) 'pi ce de monnaie, 
cinq francs CF A'; 
AR ~abar (Kaye 1986: 73a) 'endure, be patient' > Bidiya sabar (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 112a) 
'patienter'; 
AR saba (Kaye 1986: 73a) 'resemble'; AR sha:ba (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 136) 'ressembler a '> 
Bidiya saabay (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 111 b) 'ressembler'; 
ARfodara (Kaye 1986: 73a) 'tree' > Bidiyasadara (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 112a) 'arbre'; 
AR sirganTye (Kaye 1986: 75b) 'kind of grass used for mats and ceiling'; AR sirgan ye (Roth-Laly 
1969: II, 249a) '!arge mat of coarse grass, used for sides of houses and fences' > Musgu 
sarga:ni: (Tourneux 1983: 451) '«sekko», panneau'; 
AR sitta (Kaye 1986: 75b) '(chili) pepper' > Bidiya settalsita (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: l 14a) 
'piment' [non marque]; Kotoko sita 'piment'; 
AR waddab (Kaye 1986: 82a) 'train (animals)' > Bidiya waddap (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 123b) 
'eduquer'; 
AR wa]a (Kaye 1986: 82b) 'cause pain' > Bidiya wajjay (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 123b) 
'hurnilier'; 
AR waqa/it (Kaye 1986: 83a) 'time'> Bidiya wildnne (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 124a) 'temps'; 
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AR warad (K.aye 1986: 83a) 'fetch, lead an animal (to water), want to bring (water)'; warad (Zeltner 
et Tourneux 1986: 139) 'aller a l'aiguade' > Bidiya werdey (Alio et Jungraithrnayr 1989: 124a) 
'aller chercher de l'eau au puits (personnes ou animaux)'; 
AR waraga (K.aye 1986: 83a) 'leaf; paper; leather amulet warn around the neck, containing excerpts 
from Koran'> Bidiya wargine (Alio et Jungraithrnayr 1989: 123b) 'talisman, gri-gri'; 
AR warwar (K.aye 1986: 83b) 'spin (s.o.) around' > Bidiya warwaara (Alio et Jungraithrnayr 1989: 
123b) 'biiton a sauce'; 
AR xalbat (K.aye 1986: 85b) 'mix (up), confuse (s.o.)' > Mokilko ktilbite (Caprile 1990: 282) 
'melanger'; 
AR xidime (K.aye 1986: 87a) 'labor, work (n.)' > Mokilko lddime (Caprile 1990: 283) 'travail, 
service'; 
AR zad (K.aye 1986: 89a) 'provisions for a journey' > Bidiya zaadine (Alio et Jungraithrnayr 1989: 
125a) 'provisions'; 
AR batu (Roth-Laly 1969: I, 42a) 'chat' > Mokilko baatu (Jungraithrnayr 1990: 61) 'chat'; 
AR bufa (Roth-Laly 1969: I, 54a) 'headkerchief via KA alwuta (Cyffer and Hutchison 1990: Sa) 
'handkerchief > Kotoko ?albeta 'foulard, mouchoir de tete'; 
AR bakiin (Roth-Laly 1969: I, 57a) 'endroit, place' > Mokilko bakdn (Caprile 1990: 276) 'place, 
endroit'; 
AR genu (Roth-Laly 1969: I, lOOb) 'spoon' > Mokilko jeenu (Jungraithrnayr 1990: 115) 'louche en 
calebasse pour la cuisine'; 
AR dabera (Roth-Laly 1969: II, 154a) 'plaie; blessure' > Mokilko dabar/dabar (Jungraithrnayr 1990: 
77) 'souffi:ance'; 
AR danga/dangaya (Roth-Laly 1969: II, 170b) 'prison'; AR danga (Kaye 1986: 23b) ]ail, prison cell' 
> Lame dal)gai (Sachnine 1982: 356) 'prison'; Mafa dangiiy (Barreteau et Le Bleis 1990: 116) 
'prison', via FU dal)ngay (Noye 1989: 72b) 'emprisonnement'; Mokilko dal]gdy 
(Jungraithrnayr 1990: 78) 'prison'; Musgu dal)kdy (Tourneux 1983: 449) 'prison'; 
AR riikuoa (Roth-Laly 1969: II, 195a) 'shelter' > Bidiya raakuuba (Alio et Jungraithrnayr 1989: 
109b) 'Jieu Oll !es notab!es OU Jes vieilles gens se reunissent pour discuter de choses serieuses 
ou pour se detendre; petit abri Oll l'on peut se reposer ou recevoir ses visiteurs'; 
AR suqsuq (Roth-Laly 1969: II, 226b) 'perles; plus particuli rement perles bleues' > Mokilko suksuk 
(Jungraithrnayr 1990: 178) 'collier'; 
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ARfarda (Roth-Laly 1969: III, 346b) 'pagne; vetement de femme' > Mokilko parde (Caprile 1990: 
287) 'eoupon d'etoffe, piece de tissu, «pagne», drap'; Tumak parta (Caprile 1975: 90) F. 
'tissu'; 
AR qafa (Roth-Laly 1971: III, 40lb) 'cover; veil', AR qaftiya 'eover' > Musgu algapd (Tourneux 
1983: 448) 'van'; Tumak alngaba, var. alngaw (Caprile 1975: 46) 'chapeau en paille'; 
AR iya (Roth-Laly 1972: IV, 538a) 'mere' > Bidiya 'iya (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 83a) 'maman'; 
Kotoko ?iya 'mere'; 
AR 'anjamma (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 119) 'se reposer' >? Bidiyajammiiy (Alio et Jungraithmayr 
1989: 83b) 'se detendre, se reposer'; 
AR 'azrag (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 120) 'noir' > Mokilko 'azirak (Caprile 1990: 276) 'noir; nom 
donne a une personne'; 
AR 'ejeb (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 124) 'chose etonnante' > Bidiya 'ajjap (Alio et Jungraithmayr 
1989: 52a) 'surprendre, etonner'; 
AR 'e:b (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 124) 'honte'?> Bidiya 'ayyab (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 55a) 
's'humilier; faire qe. de honteux'; Bidiya 'ebne (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 74a) 'honte, 
eaprice, opprobre'; 
AR 'emu:d (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 124) 'pilon' > Bidiya 'amuudine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 
53a) 'pilon'; 
ARfa:nu:s (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 125) 'lampe' > Kotokofamisu 'lampe petrol'; 
ARfa:r (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 125) 'rats' > Mokilko paar (Caprile 1990: 287) 'souris, rat'; 
AR gidir (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 126) 'pouvoir' > Bidiya geder (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 77a) 
'pouvoir, etre capable'; 
AR gu (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 127) 'durete, foree, eontrainte' > Mokilko gziu (Jungraithmayr 
1990: 108) 'vigueur, foree, contrainte'; 
AR Ga:li (Zehner et Tourneux 1986: 127) 'eher, qui eofüe eher'> Mokilko kciali (Caprile 1990: 282) 
'eher, eoßteux'; 
AR ha:mi (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 128) 'chaud' > Mokilko 'aami (Caprile 1990: 275) 'chaud'; cf. 
AR /:lummT (204a) 'feverish'; 
AR hille(t) (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 128) 'village' > Bidiya helline (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 
81b) 'ville, village'; 
AR hina:k (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 128) 'Ia' > Mokilko 'indk (Caprile 1990: 281) 'Ia-bas'; 
AR hine (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 128) 'ici' > Mokilko 'ini (Caprile 1990: 281) adv. 'ici'; 
AR ho:f (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 128) 'abreuvoir' > Bidiya h6otine (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 
82a) 'abreuvoir'; 
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AR kaffa (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 130) 'payer' > Bidiya kdppi'Iy (Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 88a) 
'rembourser, payer'; Mokilko kappe (Jungraithmayr 1990: 119) 'payer, remboorser'; 
AR kodamo:l (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 131) 'turban' > Bidiya kadumul (Alio et Jungraithmayr 
1989: 86b) 'turban'; Mokilko kad'umul (Jungraithmayr 1990: 117) 'turban, echarpe'; 
AR le (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 132) 'pour' > Mokilko /ee (Jungraithmayr 1990: 131) 'pourquoi?'; 
AR 'am marra:ra(t) (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 133) 'vesicule biliaire, fiel' > Bidiya 'ammarraara 
(Alio et Jungraithmayr 1989: 53a) 'bile'; 
AR naga (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 133) 'terrain plat argilo-sableux ou les depöts natrones 
empechent la vegetation' > Mokilko naga (Caprile 1990: 286) 'terrain, etendue plate; terrain 
d'aviation'; 
AR sinda:la(t) (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 136) 'enclume' > Bidiya sindaala (Alio et Jungraithmayr 
1989: 114b) 'enclume'; 
AR sha:ba (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 136) 'ressembler a' > Mokilko saabe (Jungraithmayr 1990: 
170) 'ressembler, convenir'; 
AR shaka (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 136) 'se plaindre, porter plainte' > Mokilko sakiye 
(Jungraithmayr 1990: 170) 'reclarner, porter plainte, se plaindre'; 
AR walla (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 139) 'ou, ou bien' > Mokilko wala lwalla (Jungraithmayr 1990: 
193) conj. 'ou bien'; 
AR wey! (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 139) 'oui!' > Mokilko 'eyye/'dyye (Jungraithmayr 1990: 97) 'oui; 
d'accord!'; 
AR xatar (Zeltner et Tourneux 1986: 140) ' etre en voyage, partir en voyage' > Mokilko kdtire 
(Jungraithmayr 1990: 119) 'voyager, irnmigrer'; 
ARfangasu46 'beignet de farine de ble' > Kotoko faogas' 'beignet de farine de ble'; 
46The word is Chadian Arabic, personal communication by Henry Tourneux. 
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